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The Justice League are the world’s greatest heroes. The Suicide Squad are its most dangerous. In a battle for the ages, these
two powers collided, and out of its ashes a new team is born and a new era begins. America has a new force for justice. Batman.
Black Canary. The Ray. The Atom. Vixen. Killer Frost. Lobo. Handpicked by the Dark Knight himself, the members of this unlikely
alliance will soon find themselves tested like never before. An army of extremists from another dimension has infiltrated our own,
seeking peace and prosperity for all…by any means necessary. Only the freshly forged JLA can put an end to their advance across
the globe. But these Leaguers are as different from one another as ice and fire—or the Dark Knight and the Main Man. Can they
come together and prove that the Extremists’ bloody brand of law and order is nothing compared to true justice? A team unlike
any you’ve ever seen makes its thrilling debut in JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: THE REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK 1,
from the creative team of Steve Orlando and Ivan Reis! It’s the most diverse and daring lineup in JLA history! Collects JUSTICE
LEAGUE OF AMERICA #1-7, JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: REBIRTH #1, JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: THE ATOM –
REBIRTH #1, JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: VIXEN – REBIRTH #1, JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: THE RAY – REBIRTH
#1, and JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: KILLER FROST – REBIRTH #1.
The superstar creative team of Peter J. Tomasi, Patrick Gleason, Doug Mahnke and a host of comicsÕ most exciting artists
proudly present SUPERMAN: THE REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK ONEÑan incredible collection of the all-new adventures of
the Man of Steel in this first hardcover collection of the new Rebirth series, exploding from DCÕs blockbuster Rebirth event!
Rocketed from his dying homeworld as an infant, he became his adopted planetÕs greatest champion. Then he and his familyÑhis
wife, Lois Lane, and their son, Jonathan KentÑnarrowly escaped the destruction of their entire universe. They emerged on a new
Earth, where a younger, brasher breed of superheroes held sway. And when the valiant young Superman of this strangely familiar
reality fell in the line of duty, the original Man of Steel stepped out of the shadows to take his place. Now, in addition to battling
threats from around the world and across the universe, Superman must fight to earn the trust of his newly adopted planetÕs other
protectorsÑas well as his curious small-town neighbors. Most of all, he must teach young Jonathan how to harness his everincreasing abilities and wield them in the service of truth and justiceÑas a child of two worlds, this grandson of KryptonÕs potential
is rivaled only by the dangers he will face. Collects the first two paperback collections SUPERMAN #1-13 and the SUPERMAN:
REBIRTH one-shot.
DC Universe: Rebirth Deluxe EditionDC Comics
"Batman created by Bob Kane with Bill Finger."
Geoff Johns's best-selling, critically acclaimed blockbuster comic is now available in a deluxe edition hardcover in DC UNIVERSEREBIRTH COLLECTOR'S EDITION, featuring expansive bonus material, from early concept sketches to variant covers! A
mysterious force ripples across the DC Universe, trying to warn the World's Greatest Heroes of an impending threat! That force? A
returning Wally West! But what has the former Kid Flash seen? And who or what is he running from? It all begins here. Do not skip
to the last page. Do not let a friend or message board ruin this comic for you. The future (and past) of the DC Universe starts here.
Don't say we didn't warn you! Written by Geoff Johns (JUSTICE LEAGUE) and illustrated by four of the industry's best
artists--Gary Frank (BATMAN- EARTH ONE), Ivan Reis (JUSTICE LEAGUE), Ethan Van Sciver (GREEN LANTERN- REBIRTH)
and Phil Jimenez (INFINITE CRISIS)--DC UNIVERSE- REBIRTH COLLECTOR'S EDITION is the launching point for the next
great era at DC!
Wonder Woman came to ManÕs World to spread peace and justice É but there are some for whom Diana is only a pawn.
TheyÕre called Godwatch, and theyÕll use unimaginable power to accomplish one missionÑcapture Wonder Woman and use her
to gain access to her hidden home of Themyscira. Now Godwatch have Steve Trevor and his team on the run and theyÕve turned
DianaÕs ally Barbara Ann Minerva back into the crazed killer Cheetah. But Wonder Woman canÕt help. SheÕs discovered that
sheÕs been lied to for years by the gods she trusted, and itÕs driven her insane. The only thing that will set Wonder Woman free
is the truth. The truth about Godwatch and their leader, Veronica Cale. The truth about Themyscira. And above all the truth about
herself. And if she canÕt face that truth É her long-lost home could be destroyed forever. Wonder Woman writer Greg Rucka
(Gotham Central) teams with artistic powerhouses Liam Sharp (The Brave and the Bold: Batman and Wonder Woman) and Bilquis
Evely (DC Comics: Bombshells) for the powerful conclusion to his Wonder Woman epic that started with the DC Rebirth event!
Collects Wonder Woman #15-25, Wonder Woman Annual #1 and DC Holiday Special 2017.
It all begins here. Do not skip to the last page. Do not let a friend or message board ruin this comic for you. The future (and past)
of the DC Universe starts here. Don't say we didn't warn you! THEY SAID IT: 'Rebirth is about focusing in on the core of the
character and their respective universe,' says writer and DC Entertainment Chief Creative Officer Geoff Johns. 'It brings back what
has been lost: the legacy of the characters, the love and the hope of the DCU!'
Once sworn enemies, Superman and Lex Luthor must now travel together to the depths of hell to determine who will succeed
Darkseid as the one true ruler of Apokalips! Peter J. Tomasi (Super Sons) teams with illustrator Doug Mahnke to continue their
amazing run on one of the most critically acclaimed series of DC Rebirth with Superman: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 4! It's a
game of thrones on Apokolips as the lords of the dreaded world battle each other to claim its rule. Lex Luthor is summoned back to
the warring planet, and he will need Superman to help him reclaim a crown he did not ask for. Plus, When Superboy comes faceto-face with Boyzarro, the Son of Bizarro, a strange transformation begins to take place. But that's not all that the Kents have
knocking on their door! Collects Superman #37-45 and Superman Special #1 plus a story from Action Comics #1000.
ThereÕs something rotten in Belle Reve Penitentiary, and itÕs not just the swamp water leaking into the basement. Someone in
the Suicide Squad has turned traitor, leaving AmericaÕs deadliest super-team open to attack from a vast international conspiracy
bent on destroying everything that Task Force X director Amanda Waller has built. Considering that ÒThe WallÓ relies less on
loyalty and trust and more on brain-implanted bombs to control her crew of conscripts, finding the culprit is going to be a tall order.
Any one of the rogues in this gallery-including Harley Quinn, Deadshot, Captain Boomerang, Enchantress and Killer Croc-would
almost certainly climb over a pile of their teammatesÕ corpses for the chance to escape. But even when sheÕs down for the
count, Waller has a few aces up her sleeve, including 1) the deranged Kryptonian war criminal, General Zod, and 2) her own
unequaled, bloody-minded ruthlessness. Bending Zod to her will, however, means striking a bargain with one of SupermanÕs
deadliest enemies-and one of the only people on the planet smarter and more tenacious than Waller herself. But no matter how
powerful the leverage she finds to use against him, in the end Zod kneels for no one. Will WallerÕs plan to make this living
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weapon of mass destruction a full-fledged member of the Suicide Squad live up to its enormous potential? Or will it literally and
figuratively blow up in her face? Acclaimed author Rob Williams is joined by artists John Romita Jr., Tony S. Daniel, Riley Rossmo,
Giuseppe Cafaro and Stjepan Sejic in Suicide Squad: Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 2. Collects Suicide Squad #9-20 as well as the
one-shot Suicide Squad Special: War Crimes, written by the SquadÕs own original gangster, John Ostrander!
Back in blue, the latest hit NIGHTWING series is now collected in NIGHTWING: THE REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK 1! Dick Grayson is
his name. Heroism is his one true calling. To heed that call, heÕs worn many faces. He was the first Robin and a replacement Batman, a
superspy and a dead man walking. But the greatest of the masks heÕs worn into battle against evil is the one he created himselfÑthe one
heÕs just won a hard-fought battle to take back. HeÕs Nightwing. And heÕs returned to reclaim the streets of the cities he loves. From
Gotham City to his adopted home of BlŸdhaven, Nightwing is taking the war on crime personallyÑand heÕs taking it right to the enemy. The
all-powerful Court of Owls and their rogue agent Raptor. The old foes out for his blood and the new serial killer framing him for crimes he
didnÕt commit. Even his mentor, the Dark Knight, and his longtime love interest Barbara Gordon, a.k.a. Batgirl, wonÕt stand in his way. Now
more than ever, the night belongs to Nightwing! Discover the start of an all-new saga in the life of one of comicsÕ greatest heroes in
NIGHTWING: THE REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK ONE, from the creative team of Tim Seeley, Javier Fernandez, Marcus To and Chris
SotomayorÑexploding from the pages of the blockbuster DC: UNIVERSE REBIRTH event! Collects NIGHTWING: REBIRTH #1 and
NIGHTWING #1-15.
The comics event of 2016, DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH heralds a new era in storytelling for DC Comics. Praised by critics and fans alike, DC
UNIVERSE: REBIRTH is a must-read comic that sets the stage for the future of the DC Universe. Wally West is trapped out of time and
space, lost in the recesses of dimensional bleed due to the Flashpoint caused by his mentor, Barry Allen. Drifting in this nothingness, only
Wally—the man once known as Kid Flash and then the Flash—can see the mystery pervading the universe. Who has stolen 10 years? Wally
must now return to Earth and the loved ones who have always acted as his lightning rod, but no matter who he contacts, he slips further and
further away, closer to nothingness. The fate of the universe depends on Wally West’s REBIRTH… The story that began one of the most
critically acclaimed launches of all time is here in DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION. Written by #1 New York Times best-selling
author Geoff Johns (JUSTICE LEAGUE) with art from four of the industry’s greatest talents in Ivan Reis (AQUAMAN), Gary Frank (BATMAN:
EARTH ONE), Ethan Van Sciver (GREEN LANTERN: REBIRTH) and Phil Jimenez (INFINITE CRISIS), this new hardcover edition features a
story with ramifications that will reverberate through the DC Universe for years to come!
BATMAN: THE REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK 1 collects the first two Dark Knight arcs from a new era for the first time! With stories by
author Tom King (THE OMEGA MEN) and art by David Finch (WONDER WOMAN), Mikel Jann? (GRAYSON), Riley Rossmo
(CONSTANTINE: THE HELLBLAZER), Mitch Gerads (SHERIFF OF BABYLON) and more, this is a great starting-point novel for longtime
fans and new DC readers alike. Batman's methods have always been clear. He fights criminals wherever he finds them. He lives in the
shadows. And he works alone. But as Gotham evolves, so must the Bat. A duo of super-powered youths calling themselves Gotham and
Gotham Girl have joined the fight against crime in Batman's city. They want to pull Gotham out of the shadows and into a brighter tomorrow.
But with two godlike metahumans protecting the city by the light of day, does Gotham still need a Dark Knight? Through these young heroes,
the Dark Knight discovers a criminal plotting against his city. To stop this foe, Batman must align himself with a team of villains straight out of
Arkham Asylum. This makeshift Suicide Squad is every bit as unstable as the real deal, and while Catwoman might have a good heart
despite her troubled past, the other members most certainly do not. Also includes BATMAN: REBIRTH #1.
The creative team of Joshua Williamson and artists Carmine Di Giandomenico and Neil Googe proudly present THE FLASH: THE REBIRTH
COLLECTIONÑDELUXE EDITION BOOK ONE! Exploding from the pages of the blockbuster DC Universe Rebirth event, this hardcover
collects the first two paperback volumes of the acclaimed series together in one volume for the first time! The Speed Force that fuels the
incredible powers he uses as the Flash has been unleashed upon the unsuspecting citizens of Central City, creating an entire army of
speedsters. Even if the Flash trains a new team of metahuman crime-fightersÑa true Òspeed forceÓÑwill it be enough to combat criminals
who have the same godlike powers? Plus, when Kid Flash decides to prove his abilities to Barry by investigating reports of a strange creature
made of shadows in downtown Central City, he finds himself in a whole world of trouble...literally! Suddenly, Flash, Kid Flash and Iris West all
become trapped in the Shadowlands of FlashÕs old nemesis turned ally the ShadeÑonly the Shade is no longer in control of his own
shadows. Includes THE FLASH: REBIRTH #1 and THE FLASH #1-13!
"Comics superstars Bryan Hitch and Tony S. Daniel join a league of talented artists in JUSTICE LEAGUE: THE REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION
BOOK ONE! Exploding from the pages of the blockbuster DC Universe Rebirth event, this deluxe edition collects the first eleven issues of the
acclaimed series and the Rebirth special that started it, all together in one hardcover volume for the first time! Superman. Batman. Wonder
Woman. The Flash. Cyborg. Green Lantern. TheyÍre more than just a team of superheroes. TheyÍre the Justice Leagueƒand theyÍre about to
enter a whole new era! The Superman these incredible heroes once knew is dead, leaving an older, wiser Man of Steel from a vanished
universe to take up the fight against evil. Hal Jordan, the greatest of the Green Lanterns, has taken to the stars, entrusting his place in the
League to his powerful but untested young prot_g_s, Jessica Cruz and Simon Baz. Now the Justice League must get used to these new
faces and learn to work as a team once more. But theyÍd better do it fast. TheyÍre about to confront the biggest threats theyÍve ever faced,
from godlike machines capable of converting all life on Earth into a weapon, to a humble hacker whoÍs ready to hit them where it hurts mostƒ
Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE (Rebirth) #1-11."
The next wave of tales from the smash-hit series are now available in one deluxe hardcover in Batman: Detective Comics: The Rebirth
Deluxe Edition Book 3! Including the complete storylines of "Longer Chains", "A Lonely Place of Living" and "Fall of the Batmen." Having
exiled herself from Batman's world, Spoiler has nearly destroyed herself trying to expose the corruption of Gotham City's vigilantes.
Fortunately for her, help has arrived...but unfortunately for the city, it's in the form of the mysterious Anarky! Is he truly on the side of the
people, or is he a dangerous lunatic? Then, it's the story you've demanded: Where in the world (or otherwise) is Tim Drake? Red Robin faces
a crossroads...escape the most devious prison ever devised, or find himself abandoned beyond time and space for all eternity! Not much of a
choice, right? But when he finds out just who is locked in there with him, Tim's world will change in ways he never imagined! This is one of
the biggest stories of the Rebirth era, setting the stage for an explosive Detective Comics epic! Find all the answers here in Detective Comics:
The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3. Collects issues #963-974 and Annual #1.
ÒFresh and differentÉ exciting and unpredictable.Ó -IGN ÒThis is a must have.Ó -Comicosity BEFORE THE WEDDING OF THE
CENTURY...THE BATTLE OF A LIFETIME! The modern-classic Batman run from writer Tom King continues, as Batman and Catwoman inch
closer to their wedding day. But the course of true love never did run smooth...and before happily ever after, the couple will have to face
unthinkable obstacles! First, thereÕs the small matter of Catwoman being framed for 237 murders. To clear her name, she and Batman have
to venture to a forbidden kingdom-one under the control of the mother of BatmanÕs son, Talia al Ghul! Talia is reputed to be the most
dangerous woman alive...but sheÕs never met Selina Kyle! And when Poison Ivy takes control of every being on the planet, itÕs just Batman
and Catwoman alone against the world. They might be able to stop Ivy...but can they take down Superman, the Flash and every other hero
under her power? Batman: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3 collects the Bat and the CatÕs road to the altar in issues #33-44 and Annual
#2 of the ongoing hit series by Tom King (Grayson, The Vision) and artists Jo‘lle Jones (Supergirl: Being Super, Catwoman) and Mikel Jan’n
(Grayson).
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Dick Grayson is Nightwing--protector of BlŸdhaven, member of the Titans, superhero and all-around good guy. But Dick has been so much
more in the past. He was the original Robin. He wore the cowl of Batman. He was even a super-spy for the mysterious organization Spyral.
And now, when all he wants to do is establish his new life in BlŸdhaven. Join Nightwing on his journey to discovering his new identify and
giving BlŸdhaven a reason to remember his name. This deluxe edition includes the storyline "Raptor's Revenge." Nightwing rejected Raptor's
offer to be his new protŽgŽ. And since he escaped prison months ago, Raptor has been making his plans to show Nightwing that if he didn't
want Raptor as a mentor...he will get him as the worst enemy he's ever had! Now Raptor is back in BlŸdhaven with secrets and a plan that
will tear the city apart--and could put Nightwing out of commission forever! And just when Nightwing finally feels like he's got his life in
BlŸdhaven under control--a murderer from his Gotham City days has arrived in his new city! How many people will die before he's stopped
this time? Or worse than that...what if Dick can't stop him? Find all this and more in Nightwing: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3. Writer Tim
Seeley (Green Lanterns) and artists Javier Fernandez (Red Hood/Arsenal), Chris Sotomayor (Detective Comics) and others continue Dick's
adventures in Nightwing: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3! Collects the fifth and sixth softcover trades into hardcover for the first time ever,
including issues #29-43!
From the creative team of Amanda Conner, Jimmy Palmiotti and John Timms, this storyline explodes out of the blockbuster DC Universe
Rebirth event. ComicsÕ craziest couple face off in HARLEY QUINN: REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK 1, a hardcover collection of the first
two best-selling paperback volumes. Since relocating from Gotham City to BrooklynÕs Coney Island, Harley Quinn has transformed her
apartment building into a haven for freaks, strays and other unstable vigilante antihero-types. With her freak-show friends, bestie Poison Ivy,
other bestie Red Tool and the Gang of Harleys by her side, HarleyÕs ready to face all of BrooklynÕs deadliest threatsÑfrom zombie armies
and giant robots to punk-rock gangs and department store Santas. But the one thing sheÕs not ready for? The return of a certain Mistah J.
HeÕs promising to make amends, but not even Harley would be willing to give that whack job a second chance. Right? Collects #1-13.

This book will change everything. DC REBIRTH OMNIBUS is the collection of the beginning of the DC Rebirth series and
the start of our superheroes remembering who they once were. Wally West, the original Kid Flash is lost in time and
fading away from everyone's memory, including his own. His only chance of staying in tact is to reach out to those he
once fought next to and be remembered. The clock has turned and time is missing, yet even the heroes of the DC
Universe don't realize that something is wrong. It takes the return of Wally West, the original Kid Flash, to alert the
heroes that something is not right with the world and try to find out who is behind this missing time? What are the
ramifications of this discovery? The very foundations of the DC Universe are rocked here with the DC REBIRTH
OMNIBUS, collecting each best-selling REBIRTH special from 21 different series in one complete edition. This epic
volume features contributions from some of the industry's best writers, including Geoff Johns, Scott Snyder, Tom
King,Peter J. Tomasi and Greg Rucka, and its most talented artists, such as Gary Frank, Ethan Van Sciver, Ivan Reis,
Phil Jimenez, Mikel Janin, Doug Mahnke and Yanick Paquette.
The Fastest Man Alive is now supercharged with new abilities after being exposed to the Negative Speed Force, and until
he can get his powers under control, heÕs a danger to Central City and himself. But before he can begin repairing the
damage, he has to stop Shrapnel as well as a gruesome new villain, Bloodwork. And itÕs all BarryÕs fault! In the fallout,
Barry is reassigned to work at Iron Heights prison, where he arrives just in time to find a Rogue dead. As Barry
investigates the crime, Godspeed joins the FlashÕs cadre of enemies and leads the Fastest Man Alive and Captain Cold
into a deadly rematch. But when the clues begin to reveal an even greater conspiracy at work, the Flash soon discovers
Iron HeightsÕ deadliest secretÉ Writer Joshua Williamson (Justice League vs. Suicide Squad) continues his smash-hit
run on the Fastest Man Alive, joined by artists Carmine Di Giandomenico, Neil Googe, Christian Duce, Gus Vazquez,
Pop Mhan, Howard Porter and Scott Kolins. Collects The Flash #28-38, Annual #1 and the Flash story from DC Universe
Holiday Special #1.
"Dick Grayson is his name. Heroism is his one true calling. To heed that call, he's worn many faces. He was the first
Robin and a replacement Batman, a superspy and a dead man walking. But the greatest of the masks he's worn into
battle against evil is the one he created himself--the one he's just won a hard-fought battle to reclaim. He's Nightwing.
And he's returned to reclaim the streets of the cities he loves. From Gotham City to his adopted home of Blüdhaven,
Nightwing is taking the war on crime personally--and he's taking it right to the enemy: The all-powerful Court of Owls and
their rogue agent Raptor. The old foes out for his blood and the new serial killer framing him for crimes he didn't commit.
Even his mentor, the Dark Knight, and his longtime love interest Barbara Gordon, a.k.a. Batgirl, won't stand in his way.
Now more than ever, the night belongs to Nightwing!"-Someone is targeting BatmanÕs allies in GothamÑyoung and untested heroes who model themselves after the Dark
Knight but donÕt yet have his training or resources. With the help of Batwoman, the Caped Crusader recruits these
young vigilantes, training them to be a team worthy of GothamÕs biggest threats. Red Robin, Spoiler, Orphan and
Clayface are the first heroes to get recruited. But can a team inspired by Batman and trained by Batwoman take on an
entire anti-vigilante army? Or will BatmanÕs vision of a team of Bat-Heroes go down in flames? Called ÒThe single
strongest book of DCÕs Rebirth eraÓ by Newsarama, DETECTIVE COMICS features acclaimed writer James Tynion IV
(DARK DAYS: THE FORGE) and artists Eddy Barrows (JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA), Alvaro Martinez (BATMAN
AND ROBIN ETERNAL) and more. Collects the first two volumes of the critically acclaimed series, issues #934-949.
The next set of adventures from Peter J. Tomasi and Patrick Gleason's Superman are collected here in hardcover for the
first time ever! Following the events of Black Dawn, Superman is thrust into the antimatter universe of Qward where his
only hope is Sinestro, the former greatest of the Green Lanterns. Meanwhile, Lois Lane profiles Deathstroke the
Terminator for the Daily Planet, and it could cost her her life! This leads Deathstroke to Metropolis, and he forces
Superman to make an impossible choice--let the love of his life die or become a killer himself. The stellar creative team of
Peter J. Tomasi (Nightwing, Green Lantern) and Patrick Gleason (Green Lantern Corps, Batman & Robin) unite in this
volume that asks the question: What scares Superman? Collects Superman #27-36 and #39-41.
Volumes 3 and 4 of Tom King's classic series in the making, BATMAN, are collected here in hardcover for the first time!
Bane is coming for Batman. Bruce must keep those he loves safe for five days in order to save Gotham Girl once and for
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all. But Bane will stop at nothing, no one is safe, and by the end of this fight, the Dark Knight will never be the same. This
epic hardcover collection includes the cataclysmic events of THE BUTTON, in which Batman and the Flash unite to
explore the mystery behind a certain blood stained smiley button. Armed with the terrifying knowledge of a coming storm,
Batman makes a proposition to one of his enemies--one that will change everything for the Dark Knight and his allies!
This collection ends on a note that everyone will be talking about for years to come. Tom King continues his critically
acclaimed run on BATMAN! Collects BATMAN REBIRTH #16-32 and BATMAN ANNUAL #1.
Superman is reborn, as acclaimed creators Peter J. Tomasi (SUPER SONS), Dan Jurgens (THE DEATH OF
SUPERMAN), Patrick Gleason (BATMAN AND ROBIN) and Doug Mahnke (SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN) present
the first major Superman crossover of the DC Rebirth era in SUPERMAN REBORN. Everything is perfect for Superman.
He has a loving wife, a son he loves more than anything in the world and heÕs once again EarthÕs greatest hero. But
thereÕs still one piece of the puzzle that doesnÕt quite fit: Who is the man whoÕs calling himself Clark KentÉwho as far
as anyone can tell is Clark Kent? Finally, itÕs time for the mystery to be solved. Whoever the fake Clark is, his identity is
starting to unravelÉand with it, so is SupermanÕs reality. The life he shared with Lois is disappearing before his eyes,
including the most precious thing of allÑtheir son, Jon. Now, to save his son, Superman must face one of his deadliest
enemies and discover a secret with grave implications for the entire DC Universe: not just who Clark Kent is, but who
Superman himself truly is. Collects ACTION COMICS #973-976 and SUPERMAN #18-19.
The acclaimed creative team of Tom King, David Finch and Mikel Jan’n takes things to a new level as Batman brings the
pain to his international opponent, Bane, in Batman: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 2. The Dark Knight has invaded his
home, scarred his mind and broken his back. Now Bane has returned to Gotham City for a single purpose: eliminate the
Batman once and for all. But first heÕll destroy everyone the Dark Knight has ever lovedÉor loathed. In the wake of this
battle, the Batman makes Catwoman an offer that leaves her absolutely speechless. As she considers her answer, the
Dark Knight tells her of a secret war from early in his career. It was a time when The Joker and the Riddler would
seemingly be natural allies, but each man determined that he and he alone must be the one to kill the Bat...and either
would sooner burn down Gotham than be beaten to the punch line. All of GothamÕs villains were forced to choose sides
in this stunning battle of wits that quickly escalated into a full-blown warÑcomplete with civilian casualties. In this ÒWar of
Jokes and Riddles,Ó only one side could claim victory...but the scars it left shaped BatmanÕs future. Written by Tom
King (Mister Miracle, The Vision) with art by David Finch (Wonder Woman), Mikel Jan’n (Grayson), Jason Fabok (Justice
League), Mitch Gerads (The Sheriff of Babylon), Clay Mann (Action Comics) and more, this latest Rebirth Deluxe Edition
features two of the most critically acclaimed arcs in modern comics in hardcover for the first time. Collects Batman
#16-32 and Annual #1.
ÒDelightful and quirky.Ó ÑNerdist ÒA breath of fresh air.Ó ÑCBR ÒEach panel feels hand-painted, done in loving detail
to convey not just the wonderful action sequences in this story, but also the emotions felt by all three characters as they
face their individual journeys.Ó ÑTech Times As the Green Arrow, Oliver Queen fights tirelessly for social justice in
Seattle. But sans crossbow, quiver and arrows, Queen is famous for being a playboy socialite and a high-tech
entrepreneur. The dichotomy is clear: How can you fight Òthe manÓ when you are Òthe manÓ? ThatÕs a question he
must answerÑespecially after meeting Dinah Lance (a.k.a. Black Canary), a superhero rock star who challenges
everything he thought he knew about protecting the innocent. As his romance with Lance deepens, Queen begins to
question the elitism and moral outrage that fuels his nighttime vigils. The events in the first volume of Green Arrow: The
Rebirth Deluxe Edition will rattle the Emerald ArcherÕs status quo and change the way he lives forever. Collects Green
Arrow: Rebirth #1 and Green Arrow #1-12, with special bonus material including character sketches, thumbnails and
variant covers.
DC's Rebirth event began with a bang in June 2016, relaunching every major DC hero from Aquaman to Wonder Woman! Now, all
of the REBIRTH specials are collected in a massive, newly expanded hardcover! A perfect starting point for new fans and a great
gift for any collector, DC UNIVERSE REBIRTH OMNIBUS features work from writers like Geoff Johns, Scott Snyder, Gene Luen
Yang, Dan Abnett, Greg Rucka and Peter J. Tomasi, and artists like Ivan Reis, Ethan Van Sciver, Mikel Janin, Gary Frank, Phil
Jimenez and many more of the top talent sin comics. This new edition includes more one-shot Rebirth specials, including
BATMAN, SUPERMAN, JUSTICE LEAGUE, WONDER WOMAN and more, as well as JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA:
REBIRTH #1, THE RAY: REBIRTH #1, VIXEN: REBIRTH #1, KILLER FROST: REBIRTH #1, THE ATOM: REBIRTH #1,
BATWOMAN: REBIRTH #1, SUPER SONS #1 and the DC REBIRTH HOLIDAY SPECIAL!
"Superman created by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster. Supergirl based on the characters created by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster.
Superboy created by Jerry Siegel. By special arrangement with the Jerry Siegel family"--Title page.
Discover the start of an all-new saga in the life of one of comics' greatest heroes in NIGHTWING: THE REBIRTH DELUXE
EDITION BOOK ONE, from the creative team of Tim Seeley, Javier Fernandez, Marcus To and Chris Sotomayor. Dick Grayson is
his name. Heroism is his one true calling. To heed that call, he's worn many faces. He was the first Robin and a replacement
Batman, a superspy and a dead man walking. But the greatest of the masks he's worn into battle against evil is the one he created
himself--the one he's just won a hard-fought battle to reclaim. He's Nightwing. And he's returned to reclaim the streets of the cities
he loves. From Gotham City to his adopted home of Bldhaven, Nightwing is taking the war on crime personally--and he's taking it
right to the enemy: The all-powerful Court of Owls and their rogue agent Raptor. The old foes out for his blood and the new serial
killer framing him for crimes he didn't commit. Even his mentor, the Dark Knight, and his longtime love interest Barbara Gordon,
a.k.a. Batgirl, won't stand in his way. Now more than ever, the night belongs to Nightwing! Collects NIGHTWING: REBIRTH #1
and NIGHTWING #1-15.
The creative team of Peter J. Tomasi, Patrick Gleason, Doug Mahnke and a host of comicsÕ most acclaimed artists proudly
presents Superman: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 2, an incredible collection of all-new adventures. The Supermen of many
worlds are disappearing. The New Super-Man of China: kidnapped. The Red Son Superman: defeated. Sunshine Superman of the
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Dreamworld: vanished without a trace, and our own Man of Steel is next on the list! The Justice League IncarnateÑan impossible
team of heroes drawn from every corner of the MultiverseÑis ready to help, but can even they defeat the voracious horde that is
consuming Supermen from every dimension? And how can they stop the force behind these so-called GatherersÑthe mysterious
being named Prophecy, who has stolen the powers of all the kidnapped heroes for very unexpected reasons? At the same time,
trouble of a different sort is brewing right in the Kent familyÕs backyardÑand the resulting crisis will force Superman into a battle
against his own son, leaving both the Man and Boy of Steel forever changed! Collects Superman #14-26 and Annual #1.
LIGHT THE BAT-SIGNAL! Legendary screenwriter John Ridley takes over Gotham in a new way! Writing the world's most popular
superhero, Batman, Ridley brings his expertise to the DC pages! Whether his story is told in black and white or captured in brilliant
colors, Batman's adventures keep everyone guessing...even the World's Greatest Detective. Follow the iconic tales of the Dark
Knight in Batman by John Ridley The Deluxe Edition. Collects Batman Black & White #1, Batman: The Joker War Zone #1, Future
State: The Next Batman #1-4, and a previously unpublished story by John Ridley and Dustin Nguyen.
ItÕs a game of thrones on Apokolips as the lords of the dreaded world battle one another to claim its rule. Lex Luthor is
summoned back to the warring planet, and he will need Superman to help him reclaim a crown he did not ask for. Plus, when
Superboy comes face to face with Boyzarro, the Son of Bizarro, a strange transformation begins to take place. But thatÕs not all
that the Kents have knocking on their door! Collects issues #37-45 and SUPERMAN SPECIAL #1, plus a story from ACTION
COMICS #1000.
Wielding a power ring - a device that allows a worthy wearer to turn thought into reality - Hal Jordan was one of the greatest
heroes in the universe, a member of an intergalactic police force, until tragedy turned him into one of its greatest villains. Today his
soul searches for redemption.
The epic Rebirth-era adventures of the World's Greatest Superheroes continues here, as Bryan Hitch delivers JUSTICE LEAGUE:
THE REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK 3! The Justice League is dead...or worse. It's 22 years in the future, and Earth is a
wasteland, crushed under the heel of a dread goddess known only as Sovereign. But the world's greatest heroes have left one
thing behind that can save the world. Their legacy. The children of the Justice League, now heroes in their own time, must travel
back in time to stop Sovereign before she kills their parents and seizes power. As the original Leaguers process the shock of
meeting grown sons and daughters they didn't know they'd have (in some cases with their teammates), their offspring search for
clues to Sovereign's rise. Continuing the Rebirth series for the first time in hardcover, Bryan Hitch and a superstar creative team
present Justice League: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3. Collects Justice League #26-33.
The next installment of Suicide Squad as a part of DC Universe Rebirth! Devastated by Rustam and his Burning World, the
international conspiracy known as the People reveal themselves to Amanda Waller in a desperate move to secure their mysterious
endgame for Planet Earth! Meanwhile, the walls tighten for Boomerang as Harley Quinn gets closer to discovering the traitorous
murderer within Task Force X... From writer Rob Williams and a talented group of comics' top illustrators comes Suicide Squad:
The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3, collecting issues #21-32.

The Rebirth Era SUICIDE SQUAD tales are collected in hardcover for the first time ever here in SUICIDE SQUAD: THE
REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK 1! Harley Quinn. Deadshot. Killer Croc. Captain Boomerang. Enchantress. Katana.
Separately, theyÕre an FBI Òmost wantedÓ list come to life. TogetherÑunder the command of the iron-willed Colonel
Rick Flag and the indomitable Amanda WallerÑtheyÕre one of the worldÕs most effective fighting forces, ideally suited
for the brutal but necessary jobs that are too dirty for regular superheroes. They are the top-secret operatives of Task
Force XÑthe Suicide Squad. And theyÕre about to welcome a brand-new member. When Waller orders her team to
recover an object known as the Black Vault from enemy hands, the Squad has no idea that within its opaque depths lurks
the genocidal Kryptonian madman whose power and rage nearly took down Superman himselfÑGeneral Zod. Beyond the
challenge of subduing its newly acquired captive, however, Task Force X faces even greater dangers from the sinister
sphere that once contained him. As its dark energies begin to wreak havoc on the teamÕs sanity, only its craziest
member, Harley Quinn, is able to resist its insidious influence. But can one newly sane psychologist single-handedly stop
the madness of the Black Vault, defeat Zod and keep the Suicide Squad from living up to its name? Red-hot writer Rob
Williams and legendary artist Jim Lee unleash the insanity in SUICIDE SQUAD: REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK #1,
starring the characters you love and hate from the smash-hit movie! Exploding from DCÕs blockbuster Rebirth event, this
deluxe hardcover collects SUICIDE SQUAD #1-8 and the one-shots SUICIDE SQUAD: REBIRTH and HARLEY QUINN
AND THE SUICIDE SQUAD APRIL FOOLSÕ SPECIAL, and features stories illustrated by a murderersÕ row of
superstar artists including Philip Tan, Jason Fabok, Ivan Reis, Gary Frank, Stephen Byrne, Carlos DÕAnda, Christian
Ward, Giuseppe Camuncoli and SeanÒCheeksÓ Galloway.
The next volumes of JUSTICE LEAGUE as a part of DC Universe Rebirth are collected here in deluxe hardcover! From
masters of the comic book medium Bryan Hitch (JLA) and Tony S. Daniel (BATMAN) comes a new beginning for the
Justice League where they come face to face with the greatest threats they have ever seen. Hitch continues his run on
JUSTICE LEAGUE Rebirth in this deluxe edition of JUSTICE LEAGUE: THE REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK 2.
Starring the greatest heroes the world has ever known, Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, the Flash, Cyborg,
Aquaman and the Green Lanterns work together to save the planet. Whether it's racing across time or defeating
alternative versions of themselves, the World's Greatest Superheroes must work together to defeat threats larger than
themselves. Continuing the Rebirth series, Bryan Hitch and a superstar creative team present JUSTICE LEAGUE: THE
REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK 2. Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE #12-25.
"Superman returns to Metropolis just in time to meet the city of tomorrow's newest protector: Lex Luthor. But it's not long
before these dueling titans meet someone unexpected -- the new Clark Kent! The two arch-enemies must put aside their
differences and face the common threat of Doomsday, as Jimmy Olsen and the Planet staff try to uncover the truth: who
is the man claiming to be Clark Kent?"-The first tales by best-selling writer Shea Fontana and the 75th Anniversary Special of Wonder Woman as a part of DC
Universe Rebirth are collected here in hardcover for the first time ever! Celebrated author Shea Fontana (DC Super Hero
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Girls) writes an exciting story arc for our favorite Amazon Warrior, Wonder Woman! Gathering the incredible fifth
paperback volume and the 75th Anniversary Special of Wonder Woman in hardcover for the first time ever! New danger
and enemies are closer than she knows. Can the Lasso of Truth bring light to the dark for Wonder Woman? Coming off
the highly anticipated Wonder Woman and Justice League movies and with the success of DC Super Hero Girls, the
Amazon Warrior's profile is higher than ever! Collects issues #26-#30, Wonder Woman: Steve Trevor, Annual #1 and
Wonder Woman 75th Anniversary.
An incredible collection that marks the long-awaited return of legendary WONDER WOMAN writer Greg Rucka, featuring
stunning art from Nicola Scott (EARTH 2) and Liam Sharp (GEARS OF WAR)—WONDER WOMAN: THE REBIRTH
DELUXE EDITION BOOK 1 collects stories from one of the breakout hits of DC Rebirth. This series is a perfect jumpingon point into the world of Wonder Woman and the first hardcover collection of the new Rebirth series! She is one of the
greatest heroes the world has ever known—an icon of equality, a symbol of power, a tireless champion of peace and
justice. But who is Wonder Woman really? She’s about to find out. Themyscira, the island paradise she left behind to
defend Earth from the war god Ares, has vanished, and the magical power of her Lasso of Truth has disappeared along
with it. In a sprawling saga that bridges her first year as a hero with the present day, the Amazon Princess must team up
with her greatest enemy—the brutal beast-woman Cheetah—to find her vanished homeland and seek the truth about her
origins. Can this unlikely alliance save her sisters and the world? Or will Wonder Woman’s quest for answers lead to
even deeper, darker and deadlier places? Find out in WONDER WOMAN: REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK 1! This
volume contains the first two paperback collections of the landmark series and includes WONDER WOMAN #1-14 and
WONDER WOMAN: REBIRTH #1.
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